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Cortical area MT/V5 in the human occipito-temporal cortex is
activated by visual motion. In this study, we use functional imaging
to demonstrate that a subregion of MT/V5 is more strongly
activated by unidirectional motion with speed gradients than by
other motion patterns. Our results suggest that like the monkey
homolog middle temporal area (MT), human MT/V5 contains
neurons selective for the processing of speed gradients. Such

neurons may constitute an intermediate stage of processing
between neurons selective for the average speed of unidirectional
motion and neurons selective for di¡erent combinations of speed
gradient and di¡erent motion directions such as expanding
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INTRODUCTION
Human area MT/V5, in the ascending limb of the inferior
temporal sulcus, is specialized for the processing of visual
motion [1–3] and it is considered to be the homolog of
middle temporal area (MT) in the monkey [1]. Previous
studies in monkeys have reported that some MT neurons
are selective for the orientation of speed gradients in
unidirectionally moving random dot patterns (RDPs) [4,5].
In these studies, neurons give different responses to RDPs
moving in the same direction and at the same average
speed, depending on whether the dots accelerate, move at a
constant speed or decelerate. Currently, there is no evidence
for the existence of such neurons in humans.
In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that human
area MT/V5 contains neurons selective for unidirectional
motion with speed gradients. We compared the blood
oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) magnetic resonance
imaging signal evoked by moving RDPs with speed
gradients and other motion types in five human study
participants. As a control, we determined the levels of
activation evoked by the same stimuli within area V1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study participants: Five healthy volunteers with normal
or corrected vision (age 25–40 years) gave their informed
consent and participated in the experiments. All the
procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Otto-von-Guericke University of Magdeburg, Germany.
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Stimuli: The stimuli were RDPs [black dots (luminance¼0.1 cd/m2) against a white background (luminance¼56 cd/m2) within a virtual aperture of 45 deg2)]
generated on an Apple PC using custom-made software.
They were displayed using an LCD projector on a
translucent screen 30 cm away from the participants’ eyes.
The dots’ lifetime was infinite and the dots’ density was
10 dots/deg2. Dots crossing one edge of the aperture
reappeared at a new location within the aperture. The
monitor refresh rate was 75 Hz.
Five different stimuli were used (Fig. 1a): (1) Stationary (S)
were two RDPs with dot densities of 7 and 13 dots/deg2
(average density¼10 dots/deg2). (2) Random motion (R)
contained dots moving in different directions and at the
same speed. Two patterns with speeds of 3.221/s and 5.981/
s were used. (3) Translation (T) contained dots moving at the
same speed and direction. Eight patterns were used (four
cardinal directions  two different speeds: 3.221/s and
5.981/s). (4) Gradient motion (G) was similar to translation
but the dots accelerated according to the formula
(speed¼k  distance from the border of the aperture in
degrees). Eight patterns matching the direction and average
speed of the translation patterns were used. (5) Expansion (E)
contained dots moving radially. The speed of a dot was k 
distance from the center of the aperture. Two patterns with
average speeds of 3.221/s and 5.981/s were used. The shape
of the aperture was square for gradient motion and circular
for the other stimuli in order to simplify matching the
average speed of the former to that of the other patterns.
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Task: In a given trial, two RDPs were presented on both
sides of a fixation cross (eccentricity¼7.61) for 500 ms. Using
a two-alternative forced-choice design, participants reported
which pattern moved faster. In trials containing stationary
patterns, they reported which pattern contained more dots.
Participants were instructed to maintain fixation during the
trials. Although we did not measure eye movements, we
tested two participants outside the scanner while monitoring eye movements using a video camera and they did not
make saccades or apparent displacements in eye position
toward either of the stimuli. They also reported that because
of the short stimulus presentation time and bilateral visual
field stimulation, it was not advantageous to look toward
the stimuli during the trials.
The participants’ performance was better than 85%
correct with no significant difference between the different
motion types, ruling out task difficulty as a source of
difference in activation evoked by the different stimuli [6].

Functional magnetic resonance imaging measurements: A
total of 309 images were acquired during each of the five
runs on a neuro-optimized GE Signa LX 1.5 T system using a
5-inch surface coil beneath the participant’s occipital pole.
Functional images extended anteriorly from the occipital
pole (23 contiguous coronal slices) and included posterior
parts of the temporal and parietal lobe (Gradient-Echo-EPI
sequence, slice thickness 3 mm, FOV 18 cm, matrix size 64 
64, TR 2000 ms, TE 40 ms, flip angle 801). Functional data
were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template using a separate EPI image that covered
about two-thirds of the whole brain. To superimpose the
normalized statistical parametric maps (SPMs) onto individual anatomical structures, a high-resolution anatomical
image (T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence, 124 slices, slice
thickness 1.5 mm, FOV 25 cm, matrix size 256  256, TR
24 ms, TE 8 ms, flip angle 301) was acquired for each
participant and normalized to the MNI template.
Data analysis was conducted using SPM99 (Welcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College
London, UK). First, functional volumes were phase shifted
in time with reference to the first slice. Second, headmovement artifacts were corrected on the basis of an affine
rigid body transformation with reference to the first image
of the first run. Third, volumes were normalized to the MNI
template, resliced to 2  2  2 mm3 voxels, and spatially
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm.
Statistical analysis was performed using a modeled
hemodynamic response function for each experimental
condition. Significant differences in hemodynamic responses were validated using the general linear model
approach. For visualization, SPMs were superimposed onto
the normalized high-resolution anatomical images. To
quantify the observed effects, %-BOLD-signal change was
estimated in regions of interest containing above threshold
voxels (po0.001, corrected).

RESULTS
The middle panel in Fig. 1b shows an SPM superimposed on
an axial anatomical slice of one participant. This shows the
voxels with significant differences in the strength of the
BOLD signal when contrasting the different motion types
against stationary (po0.001). The positions of the local
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maxima for area MT/V5 (see the figure legend) are in
agreement with previous functional magnetic resonance
imaging studies [1–3,7–10].
The solid curves in the lateral panels of Fig. 1b show the
average BOLD signal change corresponding to clusters of
voxels activated by each motion type relative to stationary in a
single participant. The five data points within each curve
represent the average signal evoked by the different stimuli
(S, R, T, G, E) within the corresponding group of voxels.
Because there was little variance between the voxels activated
by each motion type relative to stationary in both areas (MT/
V5 and V1), we averaged across curves to obtain an estimate
of the activation evoked by the different stimuli within each
area (white dashed line). In both areas, stationary evoked the
lowest activation, random motion evoked the strongest signal
in V1 and gradient motion in MT/V5.
We repeated the same analysis in each participant. In all
cases we found voxels within MT/V5 and V1 with a
significantly stronger signal change evoked by each of the
four motion types relative to stationary in both hemispheres
(po0.001). Figure 2a shows averaged data. Each of these
curves represents the signal change (ordinate) evoked by the
different stimuli (S, R, T, G, E) in voxels showing significant
activation for a given motion-defining contrast (i.e. R–S, T–S,
G–S, E–S) across participants.
We performed a two-factor ANOVA for repeated measurements (i.e. each motion-defining contrast was considered a measurement) for each area using hemisphere
and stimulus type as factors. In MT/V5 we found no
effect of hemisphere (p¼0.31) but a strong effect of stimulus
type (po0.0001). In V1 we also found no effect of hemisphere (p¼0.36) but a strong effect of stimulus type
(po0.0001).
Next, we compared the patterns of activation between
MT/V5 and V1 by performing a two-factor ANOVA for
repeated measurements using area and stimulus type as
factors. We found a strong effect of both factors (po0.0001).
The strongest activation in MT/V5 was evoked by gradient
motion [po0.0001 in all comparisons (G vs. S, R, T, E), paired
t-test after Bonferroni correction]. On the other hand, the
strongest activation in V1 was evoked by random motion
[po0.0001 in all comparisons (R vs. S, T, G, E), paired t-test
after Bonferroni correction].
One explanation for this result is that some voxels within
MT/V5 are more strongly activated by gradient motion than
by other stimuli. If so, we should visualize such voxels
when comparing gradient motion against the other stimuli.
We deliberately used translation in this comparison because
across all stimuli translation and gradient motion were
completely matched for direction and average speed (see
materials and methods). Figure 2b shows SPMs for the
comparison gradient motion–translation (yellow) and translation–gradient motion (red) superimposed on an anatomical
slice of the same participant appearing in Fig. 1b.
Translation evoked a significantly stronger activation in
voxels corresponding to V1 (red), while gradient motion
evoked a stronger activation in voxels corresponding to the
right MT/V5 (yellow) (po0.0001). We did not find voxels in
V1 or MT/V5 showing the reverse pattern. Of the remaining
participants, three showed the same pattern (po0.0001, data
not shown). The coordinates of the local maxima and the
number of activated voxels corresponding to the right area
MT/V5 for four participants were G–T (S1, #voxels¼18,
x¼52, y¼58, z¼6; S2, #voxels¼138, x¼58, y¼64, z¼8; S3,
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Fig. 2. (a) Average signal change evoked by the di¡erent stimuli across
participants for all motion-de¢ning contrasts in MT/V5 (upper panels) and
V1 (lower panels).The white dashed line indicates the average across contrasts.The error bars are standard errors. (b) Anatomical magnetic resonance image from a participant with statistical parametric maps for the
motion-de¢ned contrasts T^ G and G^T superimposed. The contours indicate the regions activated byTand G relative to S on the right MT/V5. (c)
Average signal change evoked by the di¡erent motion types within the
right MT/V5 voxels signi¢cantly activated when contrasting G^T.The red
lines indicate individual data and the white dashed line indicates the mean
across participants.The error bars are standard errors.

S

Fig. 1. (a) Stimuli, stationary (S), random motion (R), translation (T), gradient motion (G), expansion (E). Bottom: Event-related design. Intertrial intervals were optimized for blood oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD)
signal acquisition. (b) Center:Transversal anatomical images from one participant with statistical parametric maps superimposed. Red patches indicate areas signi¢cantly activated by R (left V1x¼8, y¼84, z¼10; right
V1 x¼16, y¼78, z¼12; left MT/V5 x¼50, y¼72, z¼10; right MT/V5
x¼48, y¼78, z¼8, po0.001 Z-test). The yellow outline indicates areas
signi¢cantly activated by T (left V1 x¼6, y¼84, z¼10; right V1 x¼16,
y¼80, z¼12; left MT/V5 x¼52, y¼66, z¼12; right MT/V5 x¼48,
y¼64, z¼10, po0.001Z-test), the green indicates those signi¢cantly activated by G (left V1 x¼8, y¼80, z¼12; right V1 x¼16, y¼78, z¼12;
left MT/V5 x¼52, y¼72, z¼8; right MT/V5 x¼48, y¼76, z¼6,
po0.001 Z-test) and the cyan indicates those signi¢cantly activated by E
(left V1 x¼8, y¼84, z¼10; right V1 x¼16, y¼80, z¼14; left MT/V5
x¼52, y¼66, z¼12; right MT/V5 x¼48, y¼76, z¼8, po0.001Z-test).
Side panels: Average signal change (ordinate) evoked by the di¡erent stimuli (abscissa) in the regions signi¢cantly activated in the four motion-de¢ning contrasts (see symbols). The white dashed line represents the
mean.

#voxels¼57, x¼52, y¼74, z¼16; S4, #voxels¼66, x¼50,
y¼62, z¼0), T–S (S1, #voxels¼118, x¼48, y¼64, z¼6; S2,
#voxels¼180, x¼48, y¼64, z¼10; S3, #voxels¼167, x¼48,
y¼66, z¼4; S4, #voxels¼494, x¼48, y¼72, z¼14), G–S
(S1, #voxels¼210, x¼50, y¼62, z¼6; S2, #voxels¼156, x¼48,
y¼76, z¼6; S3, #voxels¼245, x¼52, y¼68, z¼6; S4,
#voxels¼627, x¼54, y¼70, z¼8).
The number of voxels activated by gradient motion relative
to translation within the right area MT/V5 decreased
significantly relative to the voxels activated by both kinds
of motion relative to stationary (p¼0.03 relative to T–S and
p¼0.007 relative to G–S), suggesting that indeed only a
subset of voxels were more strongly activated by gradient
motion. Although the effect was statistically significant in
only the right area MT/V5 in four participants, three of
them showed a similar pattern on the left hemisphere at
po0.01. We did not find any apparent cause for this
interhemispheric difference; however, the pattern was
consistent across participants.
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When examining the activation evoked by the different
motion types in the voxels activated by gradient motion
relative to translation (Fig. 2c), we found a strong activation
evoked by gradient motion relative to the other stimuli
(po0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum test after Bonferroni correction). This increase in activation evoked by gradient motion
may be because of the contribution of a subpopulation of
neurons within MT/V5.

DISCUSSION
This study provides evidence in favor of the existence of
speed-gradient-selective neurons within a subregion of
human area MT/V5. Our findings suggest that MT/V5 is
anatomically and functionally divided into different subregions containing units specialized in the processing of
different motion patterns. This is consistent with previous
reports of a similar specialization in monkeys [4,5] and
illustrates the similarities between the architecture of the
motion processing systems in humans and monkeys [i.e.
selectivity for the average direction and speed of translational motion in MT/V5 [7], for speed gradients in the same
area (this study) and for optical flow patterns in a
neighboring area, thought to be the homolog of area MST
in the monkey [11–13]].
Our results agree with predictions of computational
models of V1 and MT direction-selective neurons. In these
models V1 units strongly respond to the presence of
preferred motion inside their receptive fields independently
of the presence of other motion directions. MT neurons, in
comparison, perform a spatial integration of velocity signals
inside their receptive fields [14]. We have recently incorporated speed-gradient-selective units into a computational
model that mimics the architecture of the primate motion
processing system and successfully classified different types
of moving patterns generated by different stimulation
conditions [15].
One alternative explanation for our results could be that
presenting many motion types within a circular aperture
caused response adaptation in neurons with receptive fields
covering the aperture’s area. When presenting the gradient
motion within a square aperture, nonadapted neurons with
receptive fields covering the angular borders of the aperture
would respond strongly causing a relative increase in
activation. However, we consider this explanation unlikely
because (1) it predicts a higher activation by gradient motion
relative to the other stimuli in V1 (this was not the case),
(2) we used stationary square-shaped stimuli, in addition to
the circular ones, to contrast gradient motion–stationary and
found no effect of aperture shape on the number of
activated voxels, or in the levels of activation in both areas,
(3) trials with different stimuli were randomly intermixed,
and (4) we used short stimulus presentation times (500 ms)
and longer intertrial intervals (e.g. 1.5, 3.5 s).
One issue that needs clarification is why we did not find
voxels within MT/V5 in which translation evoked a stronger
activation than gradient motion. This could be explained by
considering that these two stimuli had the same average
speed and direction; therefore, neurons selective for the
average speed of translational motion would give the same
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responses to both. On the other hand, neurons selective for
speed gradients would give a stronger response to gradient
motion than to translation.

CONCLUSION
In summary, our results suggest that a subregion of human
area MT/V5 specializes in the processing of speed gradients
in optical flow patterns. This subregion may constitute an
intermediate step between regions specialized in the
processing of the average speed and direction of translational motion and regions selective for complex optical
flow patterns (a suggestion regarding the computation
of affine motion parameters made first by Longuet-Higgins
and Prazdny, 1980) [16]. Our findings impose new constraints
to existing models of the human motion processing system.
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